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ave you noticed that the oh-so-liberal anti-racism mayors like
NYC's de Blasio (who famously said how he had to warn his
black son to be careful not to get killed by cops) and
Minneapolis's Jacob Frey (a young idealistic civil rights lawyer elected
because of his liberal anti-racism reputation) do not use their supposed
power to control the police (theoretically they have the power to FIRE
ALL OF THEM!) to prevent them from acting like the racist thugs that
they are?
This fact has amazed and angered former supporters of NYC's mayor de
Blasio [2] and Minneapolis's mayor Frey [3, 1] and others similarly in city
after city in the USA.
HERE'S THE EXPLANATION
Mayors do not actually control the police in their cities, despite the fact
that theoretically they do.
The CIA controls the police. [4, 5]
This is the CIA that murders foreign popularly elected heads of state such
as Congo's Lumumba [6] and Chile's Allende [7]) for breakfast.

This is the CIA that orchestrated the assassination of JFK because he
intended to end the Cold War. [ 8, 9, 10]
Do you think that the masters of the CIA, the billionaire ruling plutocracy,
who remove unwanted FOREIGN elected leaders, are going to let some
mayor get in the way of using the police to cow the have-nots into
submission to the haves in the USA? [14] Not on your life!
The CIA just has to remind a mayor what happened to JFK when HE went
off script, and even the most liberal anti-racism mayor is not likely to
interfere with how the CIA uses its (yes its) police force in that mayor's
city.
Do you think that a mayor caving in to the CIA threats would dare publicly
expose what the CIA was doing? Think about it. Would you? If you had
a family to support and didn't want to be a fugitive like Edward Snowden
or end up in solitary confinement like Julian Assange?
I live next to the extremely liberal small city of Brookline (it's an island
city inside of Boston.) It elects extremely liberal town selectmen. And yet,
when the Brookline police were exposed (by two black cops in the
department) as behaving in an extremely racist way, the Brookline
selectmen were unable to do anything except FIRE THE ANTI-RACIST
BLACK COPS! [11] What's going on here? The answer is that the
Brookline selectmen were AFRAID to do otherwise. The CIA made them
afraid, very afraid.
This is how our dictatorship of the rich [12] works behind the scenes.
This is why reform will not solve the problem [15]. We need an egalitarian
revolution. [13]
-----------------------------------
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